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CLASSICAL DISSIPATIVE FUNCTION AT FINITEMEAN FREE PATH� ��V.P. AleshinInstitute for Nulear Researh, Kiev, Ukraine(Reeived January 13, 1999)The dissipative funtion of slow olletive motion in hot nulei of arbi-trary shape is presented in terms of nuleoni trajetories. The expressionaounts for �niteness of nuleon mean free path �. The derivation startsfrom quantum formula for the dissipation rate of olletive energy via thedressed partile-hole propagator. The extreme ases of �! 1 and � ! 0are studied. As an example, expliit formulas are given for frition oe�-ients of multipole surfae vibrations in spherial leptodermous nulei.PACS numbers: 25.70.Lm, 24.10.Cn1. IntrodutionAs a starting point for the rate of dissipation _Q we use the Linear Re-sponse Theory expression in terms of the dressed partile�hole propagator [1℄_Q = � lim!!0 1!X�� ��� _V�����2 (n� � n�) �(! �E� +E�)2 + � 2 ; (1)where _V (r) = �V (r)�� d�(t)dt ; (2)V (r) is the mean �eld depending on the nulear shape in terms of the ol-letive parameters �, _V�� are the matrix elements of _V (r) on the single-partile states  �(r); E� are the single-partile energies, n� are the Fermigas temperature-dependent oupation numbers, and ~ = 1.� Presented at the XXXIII Zakopane Shool of Physis, Zakopane, Poland, September1�9, 1998.�� Partiipation in the Shool has been granted by the Polish Sienti� Committee.(461)



462 V.P. AleshinIn the above expression the quantity responsible for the residual intera-tions is � , the spreading width of single-partile states. It an be alulatedfrom �� = �2Z dr 2�(r)W (r) ; (3)where W (r) is the imaginary part of the single-partile optial potential.It is available in in�nite systems [2℄ and in �nite systems [3℄ (with sim-plest versions of Skyrme fores) as a funtion of partile energy and nuleartemperature T . 2. Quantum expressions for _QOn introduing the 'soft' Æ-funtionÆ� (x) = 12� �x2 + � 24 ; (4)using the identityÆ2� (! �E� +E�) = Z Æ� (E �E� + !)Æ� (E �E�)dE ;and making the substitutionn� � n� ! �n(E�)�E� (E� �E�) (5)justi�ed with the quasilassial auray [4℄, we �nd_Q = _Qa + � dd� _Qa ; (6)where _Qa = ��X�� 1Z0 dE �n(E)�E ��� _V�� ���2 Æ� (E� �E)Æ� (E� �E) : (7)The dissipative funtion de�ned in [5�7℄ an be written as_Q[0℄ = _Qa � _Qdiag ; (8)where _Qdiag = � 1� X��(E�=E�) ��� _V�����2 �n(E�)�E� : (9)



Classial Dissipative Funtion at Finite Mean Free Path 463This _Q[0℄ beomes idential to _Q in the limit � ! 0. At �nite � therelation between _Q and _Q[0℄ reads_Q = _Q[0℄ + � dd� _Q[0℄ : (10)Using the �niteness of _Q[0℄ at � ! 0 one an �nd from (8) and (9) theexpression _Qdiag = 1� lim� 0!0 h� 0 _Qa(� 0)i (11)whih presents _Qdiag in terms of _Qa.3. Classial approximation for _QThe _Qa an be rewritten in the form_Qa = �� Z drdr0 _V (r) _V (r0)Z dE�n(E)�E �2(r; r0;E); (12)where �(r; r0;E) = � 1� ImG(r; r0;E) (13)is the single-partile spetral density, G(r; r0;E) being the 1-partile Greenfuntion: G(r; r0;E) = X�  �(r) �(r0)E �E� + i�=2 :Employing the quasilassial Van Flek expression for the time depen-dent 1-partile Green funtion we obtain the lassial approximation for thespetral density�2(r; r0;E) = 1� 1(2�)3 1Z0 dte��t Z dpÆ �r0 �Rr;p(t)� Æ (E �Hr;p) : (14)The phase spae trajetory Rr;p(t), P r;p(t) obeys the Hamilton's equa-tions with the Hamiltonian Hr;p= p22m + V (r)subjet to the initial onditionsRr;p(t = 0) = r ; P r;p(t = 0) = p : (15)



464 V.P. AleshinInserting (14) into (12) and integrating over E leads to_Qa = � 1Z0 dte��t Z drdp(2�)3 _V [Rr;p(t)℄ _V (r)�n(Hr;p)�Hr;p : (16)The phase spae integral in (16) is the autoorrelation funtion for _V (r).Hene the subsript `a' in _Qa.Inserting (16) into (6) we �nd_Q = � 1Z0 dt(1� �t)e��t Z drdp(2�)3 _V [Rr;p(t)℄ _V (r)�n(Hr;p)�Hr;p : (17)This expression an be used for pratial alulations of dissipation rates inhot nulei of arbitrary shape. It is seen from (17) that the ratio � = vF=� ,where vF is the Fermi veloity, plays the role of a mean free path.Consider the � ! 0 (�!1) limit of Eq. (17). On using the identity1Z0 dte��tf(t) = 1Z0 dte��t ddt tZ0 dt0f(t0) = � 1Z0 dte��t tZ0 dt0f(t0)in the �rst term of (17) and taking into aount the relationlimt!1 f(t) = lim�!0� 1Z0 dte��tf(t) ; (18)one obtainslim�!0 _Q = � limt!1Z drdp(2�)3 24 tZ0 dt0 _V [Rr;p(t0)℄�t _V [Rr;p(t)℄35 _V (r)�n(Hr;p)�Hr;p :(19)This expression is equivalent to the Koonin�Randrup formula for lassialdissipation rate in the long mean-free-path regime [8℄.Using (11), (16) and (18), we �nd that in the lassial approximation_Qdiag = � 1� limt!1Z drdp(2�)3 _V [Rr;p(t)℄ _V (r)�n(Hr;p)�Hr;p : (20)Sine _V [Rr;p(t)℄ is �nite at large t whereas limt!1 t = 1� (see (18)), weonlude that the so-alled onvergene term of Koonin and Randrup (theseond term in (19)) is nothing else but a lassial ounterpart of _Qdiag.



Classial Dissipative Funtion at Finite Mean Free Path 465In the opposite extreme � ! 1 (� ! 0), Eq. (17) is onveniently tostudy using the leptodermous approximation. Then, following [8℄, one andeompose _Q into a sum of the wall formula dissipation rate _Qwall [9℄ and amultire�etion series. In the latter, the ontribution of a path of length s isweighted with exp[�s=�℄.When � !1, the _Q� _Qwall dereases exponentially while _Q[0℄ � _Qwalltends to zero as 1=� , exept for non ompressing systems with nondegenerate1-partile spetrum, when _Qdiag = 0 [8℄. One should remember that theondition � < T for Eq. (1) to be valid, does not allow for too small �.4. Illustrative exampleFor multipole surfae vibrations in spherial leptodermous nulei, _Q[0℄beomes _Q[0℄ = ��vR4XLM [0℄L j _�LM j2 ; (21)where _�LM are the olletive veloities, R the radius of the nuleus, � is thematter density, �v = (3=4)vF,[0℄L = 16�2L+ 1 LXN=�L ���YLN ��2 ; �2����2 �=2Z0 d� sin3 � os� [0℄N (x; �) (22)with[0℄N (x; �) = ( oth � � 1� ; N = 0�1� 2e�2� os 2N�+ e�4���1 �1� e�4�� ; N 6= 0 (23)and � � x sin�; x � R=�.Frition oe�ients Lwall assoiated with _Qwall are equal to 1 while fri-tion oe�ients L assoiated with _Q an be found from the relationL = [0℄L + x ddx[0℄Lwhih follows from (10).As seen from Fig. 1, L and [0℄L tend to Lwall at �! 0 with L ahievingthis limit muh faster. At � � R, [0℄L strongly di�er from L. It is only atvery large � that [0℄L � L and both are lose to the values 0, 0.85 and 0.45predited in [8℄ for L = 2; 3; 4, respetively. The orresponding � howeverare so small that quantum alulations would lead to vanishing frition [5℄.
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Fig. 1. Frition oe�ients Lwall ( - - - ), L ( + + +), and [0℄L (�) for L=2 (left),3 (middle), and 4 (right) as funtions of the ratio R=�.Figure 2 shows the imaginary parts of the optial potentials and the or-responding spreading widths in 208Pb at E equal to the hemial potential.To take into aount in (23) the dependene of � on the nuleon angularmomentum l, we used the substitution l = lF os�, where lF = mvFR.

Fig. 2. The imaginary part of the nuleon-nuleus potential (left) and the single-partile spreading width (right) in 208Pb at T = 1; 2; 3; 4; 5 MeV. The dashed linesrepresent the in�nite matter results.Figure 3 demonstrates the temperature dependene of the frition oe�-ients found with � shown in Fig. 2. One onludes that frition oe�ientsL orresponding to the dressed partile-hole propagator ahieve the wallformula limit at the temperatures about 3�4 MeV.
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Fig. 3. Temperature dependene of frition oe�ients Lwall ( - - - ), L (+ + +),and [0℄L (�) for L = 2 (left), L = 3 (middle), L = 4 (right) in 208Pb.REFERENCES[1℄ P. Shuk et al., Prog. Part. Nul. Phys. 22, 181 (1989).[2℄ J.P. Jeukenne, A. Lejeune, C. Mahaux, Phys. Rep. 25, 83 (1976).[3℄ M. Abe, S. Yoshida, K. Sato. Phys. Rev. C52, 837 (1995).[4℄ A.B. Migdal, The Theory of Finite Fermi Systems and Properties of AtomiNulei, Nauka, Mosow 1965 (in Russian).[5℄ H. Hofmann, F.A. Ivanyuk, S. Yamaji, Nul. Phys. A598, 187 (1996).[6℄ H. Hofmann, Phys. Rep. 284, 137 (1997).[7℄ F.A. Ivanyuk et al, Phys. Rev. C55, 1730 (1997).[8℄ S.E. Koonin, J. Randrup, Nul. Phys. A289, 475 (1977).[9℄ J. Bloki, C. Jarzynski, W.J. Swiateki, Nul. Phys. A599, 486 (1996).


